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During a reanalysis of the fMRI data reported in Iglesias et al. (Neuron 80, 519–530, 2013), we noticed that we made a programming

mistake in our analysis pipeline that affects the interpretation of the published fMRI results. Specifically, we used the open source

software SPM8 (release number 4193) for fMRI analyses, which, by default, sequentially orthogonalizes parametrically modulated

regressors in general linear model (GLM) analyses. We had intended to manually switch off the code responsible for this orthogonal-

ization. Unfortunately, we did this incompletely, and the parametrically modulated regressors were inadvertently orthogonalized after

they had been convolved with a hemodynamic response function. In brief, our results essentially reflect the default statistical

procedure in SPM8 for parametrically modulated regressors. The inadvertent orthogonalization means that for our three prediction

errors (PEs) of interest—the precision-weighted PEs ε2, ε3 and the choice PE εch—the low-level (visual outcome) PE ε2 was given

most latitude to explain shared fMRI signal variance, followed by the high-level (probability or cue-outcome contingency) PE ε3, while

the choice PE εch was given least freedom. Therefore, any shared variance between the PEs was assigned in this order.

We have now redone the fMRI analyses without orthogonalization of regressors, using the same analysis software (SPM8) as

before but switching off orthogonalization (by disabling lines 277–279 and line 228 in the SPM functions spm_fMRI_design and

spm_get_ons, respectively). In this reanalysis, we became aware that in the absence of orthogonalization, some regressors of

secondary interest (precision ratios j2, j3 and predicted log-volatility m3) showed extremely high correlations (up to 0.99) with the

base regressors encoding trial events. This was a consequence of our particular trial design (where these variables had a constant

value over the entire trial, with only small updates at the end of the trial), leading to ill-conditioned design matrices with very high

multicollinearity. We thus restricted the design matrix to base regressors and parametric modulators of interest (the precision-

weighted PEs ε2, ε3 and choice PE εch). The outcome of the revised analysis is presented below in revised Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6

and Tables 1 and S7.

In this revised analysis, our main results hold under the predefined significance criteria (family-wise error [FWE] correction at p < 0.05,

either whole-brain or in the predefined anatomical regions of interest): as before, the precision-weighted low-level PE about sensory

outcome, ε2, activated themidbrain (Figure 3), and the precision-weighted high-level PE about stimulus-outcome contingency, ε3 (cf.

expected uncertainty; Yu and Dayan, Neuron 46, 681–692, 2005) activated the basal forebrain (Figure 6). These activations survived

peak-level FWE correction within our predefined anatomically defined mask, separately for each of the two studies as well as for the

‘‘logical AND’’ conjunction across studies. Furthermore, the whole-brain peak-level FWE corrected results for the choice PE εch re-

mained very similar to our previous report (Figure 5; Table S7).

Two differences between our revised analyses and those originally reported are worth mentioning; these do not, however, affect the

main conclusions by the study. First, under FWE peak-level correction across the whole brain, the activation pattern by the low-level

PE ε2 was somewhat reduced and no longer included deactivations (compare previous Table S3) or themidbrain (Figure 2). However,

we continued to find widespread cortical ε2 activations, including almost all of the cortical regions reported before (see Figure 2 and

Table 1). Most importantly, as described above, the midbrain activation did continue to survive FWE peak-level correction within our

predefined anatomical mask in both studies separately and for the conjunction across studies (Figure 3).

A second difference concerns the double conjunction analysis reported in Figure 4. We emphasize that this analysis did not address

the study’s main question (i.e., whether low-level and high-level PEs are reflected by activity in neuromodulatory nuclei) but inves-

tigated a supplementary issue (i.e., whether there is spatial overlap of PE activity and context-independent task activity per se). Spe-

cifically, this analysis tested whether any whole-brain FWE corrected activations (1) by base regressors (trial events, independently of

computational state and stimulus category) and (2) by low-level visual outcome PEs (ε2) would (3) spatially overlap within and across

the two studies (a double ‘‘logical AND’’). Previously, activations in visual, parietal, prefrontal, and insular cortex hadmet these criteria

(Figure 4 of Iglesias et al., 2013 displays the three latter only; the visual activation was mentioned in the main text). Our reanalysis

showed a reduced results pattern: now, only the visual cortex (lingual gyrus near calcarine sulcus, x = 2, y = –86, z = –5) remained
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significant. As a consequence, two statements in the original manuscript that refer to Figure 4 should be reformulated based on our

reanalysis:

d First, the respective paragraph on page 521 should read: ‘‘Interestingly, predictive coding theories (cf. Friston, 2005) imply

considerable overlap of regions whose activity correlates positively with PEs about visual inputs with regions that activate

on each trial, regardless of the computational state and stimulus category (‘‘task execution per se’’). Our results are in partial

agreement but limit this overlap to early perceptual stages (visual cortex).These results indicated that in both studies, primary

visual cortex (calcarine sulcus) was activated.’’

d Second, the sentence on page 523 should read: ‘‘Here, we found overlap of areas involved in the execution of the task and

areas expressing PEs in the visual cortex.’’

We hope that this Correction clarifies the situation. We are very sorry for our unintended error and would like to apologize for any

inconvenience caused.

fMRI RESULTS REPORTED IN THE MAIN TEXT

Activations by Precision-Weighted Visual Outcome Prediction Error ε2
Figure 2. Whole-Brain Activations by ε2

Activations by precision-weighted prediction errors about visual stimulus outcome, ε2, in the first fMRI study (A) and the second fMRI study (B). Both activation

maps are shown at a threshold of p < 0.05, FWE peak-level corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. To highlight replication across studies,

(C) shows the results of a ‘‘logical AND’’ conjunction, illustrating voxels that were significantly activated in both studies.
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Table 1. Whole-Brain Activations by ε2

All results: p < 0.05 FWE whole-brain peak-level corrected. MNI coordinates and t values for regions activated by ε2, the precision-weighted PE about

visual outcome, in the first and second fMRI study. Only those activations are listed that were replicated across studies. To facilitate comparison with

Iglesias et al. (2013), we report the significant voxel that is closest to the previously reported coordinates.

Figure 3. Midbrain Activation by ε2

Activation of the dopaminergic VTA/SN by precision-weighted prediction errors about visual outcome, ε2. The activation at p < 0.05 FWE peak-level corrected for

the volume of our anatomical mask (comprising both dopaminergic and cholinergic brain structures: VTA/SN, PPT/LDT, and basal forebrain) is shown in red. The

activation thresholded at p < 0.001 uncorrected is shown in yellow.

(A) Results from the first fMRI study. (B) Second fMRI study. (C) Conjunction (logical AND) across both studies.
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Activations by Precision-Weighted Choice Prediction Error εch
Figure 5. Choice Prediction Error

Activations by choice prediction error, εch, in the first (A) and in the second (B) fMRI study. Both activation maps are shown at a threshold of p < 0.05, FWE

peak-level corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. To highlight replication across studies, (C) shows the results of a ‘‘logical AND’’

conjunction, illustrating voxels that were significantly activated in both studies. See also Table S7.
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Activations by Precision-Weighted Prediction Error about Stimulus Probabilities ε3
Figure 6. Basal Forebrain Activations by ε3

Activation of the basal forebrain by precision-weighted prediction error about stimulus probabilities ε3 within the anatomically defined mask. For visualization of

the activation area, we overlay the results thresholded at p < 0.05 FWE peak-level corrected for the entire anatomical mask (red) on the results thresholded at

p < 0.001 (yellow; the yellow cluster also survives p < 0.05 FWE cluster-level correction for the entire anatomical mask). The anatomical mask comprised both

dopaminergic and cholinergic brain structures: VTA/SN, PPT/LDT, and basal forebrain. (A) and (B) show results from the first (A: local maximum at x = 4, y = 12,

z = –11, t = 4.71) and the second fMRI study (B: local maximum at x = 0, y = 10, z = –8, t = 5.09). (C) shows the conjunction analysis (‘‘logical AND’’) across both

studies. To ease visual comparison with Iglesias et al. (2013), the figure sections (x and y coordinates are indicated on each panel) are not located at the local

maxima but correspond closely to those in Iglesias et al. (2013).
ADDITIONAL fMRI RESULTS REPORTED IN THE SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Deactivations by Precision-Weighted Outcome Prediction Error ε2
In our revised analysis, the conjunction analysis across studies did not yield results under our significance criteria.
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TABLE OF ACTIVATIONS BY CHOICE PREDICTION ERROR
Table S7. Whole-Brain Activations by εch

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates and t values of activations by εch that were significant (p < 0.05, FWE peak-level whole-brain

corrected) in both fMRI studies (‘‘logical AND’’ conjunction). To facilitate comparison with Iglesias et al. (2013), we report those significant voxels

that are closest to the original coordinates.
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